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EVAN WINS THE DAY  

Emily was beautiful. She was a part-time 
model and actress, but I didn't know that when 
I met her. We were interns at a casting 
company, and when we were instructed to file 
a few thousand headshots together, I 
remember thinking she would be so much 
more attractive if she put up her hair and lost 
the glasses, which is literally part of the plot of 
"She's All That". And much like "She's All That", 
Emily could have been prom queen, but what 
really drew me to her was her sense of humor. 
It was sarcastic without being bitchy, droll 
without being too esoteric, and occasionally 
kind of wacky for the hell of it. We could hold a 
conversation for hours, which is hours longer 
than I can talk to most people in a stretch, and 
she made me feel so good about myself that it 
didn't matter if she had a smile that could 
easily power a 60-watt lightbulb, but it helped. 
Imagine her as Rachael Leigh Cook if you 

have to; her attractiveness is a somewhat crucial element in what will transpire, inasmuch as Marley's death 
in "A Christmas Carol" turns his appearance in Scrooge's home to an unearthly haunting, as opposed to just 
a drunken yuletide B&E.
! It was summer. We worked together. Tensions were high, and by "high" I mean "fairly moderate, but I 
was totally into her." And I reasoned that she felt the same, because she laughed at all my bad jokes, smiled 
at me little too much when I bragged about my gift for pouring the perfect Captain and Coke, and pretty 
much did everything outside of wearing a flashing neon sign around her neck that read "ASK ME OUT". If I'd 
waited a little longer, I think she might have gone that extra step. But, I mean, come on. That could be 
directed at anyone.
! I remember having a choice as to where to take her. My first option was the theatre; a friend offered 
me tickets to a play he was in for 25% off. Not a bad deal, but this still meant $60 up front, and as a recent 
college graduate I technically had negative two hundred thousand dollars. I thought, what if she also wants 
Goobers?
! On the other hand, around the time I asked her out, I got a call from my friend Zac inviting me to a 
party that weekend. Yes, I could bring a friend. Yes, there would be a lot of people there, so my friend 
wouldn't feel awkward. Yes, we could crash at their place, on one of their many couches. The plan was 
falling into place.
! What could possibly go wrong?
! Let me pause a moment here. Undoubtedly, many of my readers are like myself: underemployed 
twenty-somethings raised on only the most mediocre sitcoms ABC's TGIF lineup could muster in the 
mid-90's. We should know better than I did, but in case there are young children reading, I implore you: 
never mutter, think, or even imagine the concept of the phrase, "What could possibly go wrong?" That way 
lies ruin. There there be dragons. Things can always go wrong. You can win 16 million dollars in the lottery 
and lose it all playing Blackjack. You can marry the perfect woman, have 2.5 kids and a white picket fence, 
and lose it all in a bus accident and/or an electrical fire. You can restructure society into a universal utopia 
where there is no fear, corruption or sickness, and everyone is happy all the time, and then the sun will 
explode and we'll all die.



! There is always a backdoor for trouble to get into, and confidence is just another way of 
growing unable to deal with failure.
! I met Emily in a parking lot halfway; we took separate cars, so she could get herself home the 
next day. She followed me to my friend's apartment, and when she emerged from her car she was 
radiant; she had obviously spent time making herself look good for this event. She stopped when she 
saw me, in my jeans and black T-shirt, rightly assuming she had overdressed. It was an awkward 
moment, so I simply dismissed it, and suggested we move inside.
! It was a Saturday. And Marley was dead, to begin with.
! The previous night, a Friday, Zac and his friends had held a great party. He and his 
roommates, heavy drinkers all, had cleared probably two bottles of whatever liquor attended that 
night, plus a 30-rack of cheap beer (but not unreasonably so). There was fun had and guests abound; 
truly a Bacchanal of biblical proportions. The only thing missing was me, and my date. That's because 
Zac and I had different understandings of which night constituted "this weekend". I never said it was a 
perfect plan.
! When we walked into Zac's apartment, all the lights were turned off, except for the one directly 
above the kitchen table. There was Zac, his roommate, and their friend, drinking. Just drinking, and 
calling it a drinking game. Apparently this had been happening since mid-afternoon. We arrived close 
to nine.
! When you bring a first date to what is clearly a rape-intensive situation, your first and only 
instinct is to make her feel as comfortable as is humanly possible. Zac helped by inviting us in, pulling 
up a chair, and asking if we'd like to join their game. Emily agreed, and for the first few minutes, 
everything was going well; Zac, Emily and I were playing some card game, having fun, and generally 
enjoying ourselves. However, the astute reader will remember that there were two other people in the 
room, and at one point Zac's non-roommate friend fiercely demanded to play Kings, a game which 
generally one person must drink a large portion of combined liquors in a rather short period of time. 
Emily asked not to, and I said if we had to play it, she could just watch. Zac's friend screamed:
! "There are NO SPECTATOR SPORTS in this apartment!"
! With that, the mood changed. Suddenly, Emily was the wet blanket keeping these borderline 
alcoholics from getting their drink on, I was clearly trying to appease her to get her in the sack, and 
they were just three fun guys whose good time was getting impugned upon. The party started moving 
away from her, so that wherever she was, they would relocate into another room. This went on for 

over two hours. We were alone in the kitchen 
when she brought up my self-proclaimed ability to 
mix the perfect Captain and Coke. I mixed it as 
she called her friend who lived "around", and 
excused herself to go pick him up. Him. Her friend 
was a him. Perfect.
! She was gone for an hour and a half. I actually 
read a book in that time.
! They returned, laughing at nothing exactly and 
smelling of weeds. I offered the drink I'd mixed 
over an hour before, fully wondering, as I did that, 
why I did that. She declined, obviously. Her friend 
hung around us like a pimple with a terrible 
personality. At some point, I think I tried to kiss her. 
She declined, obviously.
! My only other clear memory from that night, 
other than walking her to her car as she reminded 
me what a great friend I was and how important 
our friendship blah blah blah, occurred a little 
before Zac and his friends straight up left for 
another party.



We were in his roommate's bedroom, and I begged Zac to just show Emily some human decency and 
acknowledge she was in the apartment. He muttered something about how she was awful, and how 
bad she was for me, then began a tirade about how "I'll give you this, she's attractive! I'm proud you 
brought her here; she's the hottest girl we've had in the apartment in years," as I stood in the doorway 
trading glances between he and her. Oh, yeah; she heard every word of it. It's not like there was 
anyone where she was that she could talk to, anyway. She glared at me as I thought, "How can this 
get any worse?"
! Kids, when you wonder what could possibly go wrong, you are inviting things to go wrong in 
your life. We've been over this; sitcoms hypothesize and life has proven, you just can't do that. When 
you wonder how things can get any worse, the universe takes that as a challenge.
! There was Zac, to my left, speaking about Emily, to my right, as though she wasn't literally 
exactly as close to me as he is at that moment. In the moment that I'm begging him, please, just talk 
to her for a Goddamn second, he suddenly gasps.
! "Do you love her?"
! Some relationships don't survive that question, and I'll bet most of those aren't challenged with 
it before the first date is over. Emily and I didn't speak much after that night.

! Months later, Zac called me at my Brooklyn apartment to say he was in town visiting museums. 
We got together and caught up; eventually one of us brought up the subject of that night. Sitting on 
the stairway outside the Met, watching the performers panhandle the patrons, I told him:
! "You know, you ruined my chances with that girl."
! He sighed. "Yeah, sorry about that."
! I laughed to myself as I thought about everything that happened. Zac leaned toward me.
! "Still, though, she wasn't right for you.”



Matter Is...
By Zach Savoy

The face of the matter is...
What is Matter?

What is THE Matter?
The matter at hand

Matter of fact
What matters in this life?
Love, Friendship, Family.

Everything Matters in this life
Insignificant events affect the largest

 of matters.

The smallest actions cause
Ripples in everyday occurrences.

The threads of one life
Connects to all other lives.

A loom weaves us all together!
creating the most beautifully

intricate patterns that sparkles
and shines brighter

than anything imaginable.



ZIPTRON AND GLIBTOR

By Bobby Martin
! We’re just a couple of Alien beings from Eastern Ruble looking for a raging 
party. This is why we came to America when we heard the ridIcculus bombs that 
were being dropped all around the country. These bombs were more powerful than 
any antimatter or hydrogen device. These were bass bombs, and they were being 
dropped by some troll named Mike.
! We travelled 7 trillion light years through a black hole, peed ourselves out of 
our 13 orifices 11 times and puked out the repturd that we ate before takeoff in our 
space capsule. It smelled like a Gleptunian whore after a Snigtros festival. Oh God, 
the horror.
! But we finally arrived in a little town called Redfield, Massachusetts where 
we knew there were several other Rublians gearing up to follow these bombs being 
dropped. They must have understood the power also, because they were utilizing 
their inferior and tremendously slow capsules to get from place to place. Even 
close distances like Boston to California takes these tragically inferior humanoids 
several days to arrive. We would have to bear through the elements to fit in, and 
produce enough currency to purchase one of these capsules. The word on earth is 
that a hybrid would be beneficial.
" In Redfield, there lived a pair of brothers who were also from Eastern Ruble. 
However, they had been here for so long they could only remember about 24 years 
back and thought they were native beings of the planet Earth. Jeez, I hope it 
wasn’t because of those doses of namron that they ate at the last Snigtros festival. 
They were snorked out of their zepters!
" The brothers, Franky and Joe, often looked up to the stars joking about being 
alien beings. We would try to think real hard at them from time to time, in 
attempts to get them back. But they were stuck. They were too enthralled by the 
bombs of Mike to even want to come back to Eastern Ruble. Understandably so. 
Our world’s water supply is instead made up of 100 proof vodka. Imagine the rash 
you get after a shower with this nonsense, and your entire life is surrounded 
around nursing bad hangovers and watching old Adam Sandler movies which 
were heisted from Earth years before they even existed.
! These aliens got stuck in their vacation to Earth, and it was time to bring 
them back. But we had to get a taste of these bombs first, so we found out where 
they would be next.



Stupid Earthlings broadcast where this so called band is going to be, and where 
the bombs will be dropped. It is admittedly a skillful tactic, since it has brought in 
humans from all over the land to just see what kind of bombs will be dropped next. 
Word is that these Earthlings are acheing for some ‘’97 style Pornofunk!’ Sounds 
like a ramplar in Zuston!
! Oh the bombs! The only glimpse we get in Eastern Ruble are the lasers going 
along with the bombs that are sent into space by the legendary robot: CK5.

" Being the superior life forms that we are, Glibtor and I have studied for eons 
about the life tendencies on this planet. The problem is, they can’t sit still. These 
beings keep fucking changing! One moment they are hammering people to a cross 
for being a hippy with long hair, and the next minute they praise him when he 
starts playing guitar for a band in San Francisco. These Earth creatures are 
harder to keep up with than a Craztep during her morning run.
" But I think we finally got it. We manufactured a pair of Pumps that seem to 
have been all the rage in recent years. For some reason these Earthlings get a true 
kick out of pumping up that orange ball and hitting the release valve. I must 
admit, I’ve pumped three times since I’ve gotten them. 
! Mulhiven!
" Along with the Pumps, our closest Earth associates have informed us that 
these people idolize Brett Farve… or Favree… Favra…. Somehow after 20 years of 
idolizing this bastard people still can’t say his name. So, if I meet this Brett 
Favv…. I will punch him with my clamdor and make him choose a name to stick 
with. The universe is already confusing enough. There’s no need to further the 
confusion.
! Either way, we modeled ourselves off of him and picked up a few pairs of 
Wrangler jeans, grew out our facial hair to exactly 3 days length and threw on a 
flannel shirt. Then, we promptly got cell phones and texted pictures of our 
Fropwels to each other. Oh Earth. Such a silly spot in the universe.
" Well, now it’s time to go find Franky and Joe. According to our Inner 
Spectrum Capacity Meter, we should be able to make it from the craft dealership, 
purchase our hybrid and get to Franky and Joe in Redfield before they depart on 
their interstate journey to where the bombs drop.



A Poem...

By Karl LeClair
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The first thing Bernard Frankson notices when he walks into his new apartment are the nicotine 
stained walls and the the grimy carpet.  Now, Bernard is no Martha Stewart by any means, but he"s 
no Pigpen, either.  Something needs to be done about this, but that will have to wait.
! Bernard moved in today from his parent"s house.  His belongings are still out in his white Ford 
Taurus that he secretly calls “White Stallion.”  He"s too embarrassed to tell anyone about his little 
nickname, so it"s an inside joke with himself - which is just as (if not more) humiliating than having a 
pet name for his car.
! What do to now, Bernard thinks, clicking his tongue loudly while tapping his foot, his hands 
firmly resting on his hips like an appalled Minnie Mouse.  Unpacking the car is out of the question 
(not that it ever had been in the question in the first place) because the moving truck isn"t due for 
another hour or so, and without furniture this place is about as cozy as a rape den.  Naturally, 
Bernard decides to call Fred.
! Fred keeps all kinds of funky drugs in his arsenal - LSD, mescaline, mushrooms (boom-
booms), cocaine, MDMA, and all sorts of other weird shit that Bernard has never heard of before, 
drugs with only letters and numbers for names, like 2-C-T-2 and DMT.  Powerful hallucinogens that 
take you through parallel dimensions, slow down time, and put you in contact with microscopic alien 
entities resembling clowns, parrots, gnomes, and dinosaur-human hybrids.
! Bernard dials Fred on his ancient LG flip phone (Fred calls it a Happy Meal Phone), and after 
one and a half loops of Pearl Jam"s Alive, the anthem of a lost and confused generation that wanted 
nothing more than to be lost and confused, Fred answers.
! “Bernie!  What"s up kid?” Fred"s voice blares into Bernard"s ear.  He"s like a twenty-five year 
old child who can"t to control the volume of his voice.  Kids come in all ages, I guess.
! “Yo mang,” Bernard says, which is his usual response to Fred"s Bostonian introductory 
inquisition.  He doesn"t really know why he says it this way, but he does know there is a reason for 
it...or at least there was - something that has since been lost, faded through thick clouds of ganja 
smoke and thick sticky layers of bong resin...or maybe it was Cheech...  
! “You around?” Bernard asked.
! “Bern, when the fuck am I not around?”
! “I thought it would be polite to ask, I guess.”
! “Polite?!” Fred laughs.  “I"m not your grandmother, am I?”
! Bernard quickly identifies the question as rhetorical.  “So you"re around...”
! “I"m gonna hang up on you, and it"s going break my heart...but I"m gonna do it.”
! “There"s no need for that...”
! “Alright...answer me a question, then.”
! Fred pauses long enough for Bernard to think the call has dropped.  He checks the screen.
! “AM I HERE?”

!

! “What did you say?” Bernard asks with the phone to his ear again.
! “Am I here?”

Living On Steezy Street
By Paul Martin



! “Yeah...”
! “That"s the right motherfuckin" answer Bernie boy!”
! Bernard doesn"t understand the question, and figures it doesn"t matter if he answers correctly, 
pretty much like any test he took in high school.
! “So when are you coming over?”
! “I"ll be there in ten.”
! “Alright, see you then.”
! “Later,” Bernard says, realizing shortly after that Fred had already hung up.  He walks out the 
front door (which is in dire need of some WD-40), along the cracked and weedy walkway to the White 
Stallion parked in the bumpy overgrown driveway.
! Once inside he turns the key and starts up the engine, gives the ever-growing pile of empty 
soda cans and plastic water bottles on the passenger side floor a quick unsatisfactory glance, then 
throws it into reverse with Phish"s Carini blasting (from a burnt disc through his crackly stock 
speakers), and heads to Fred"s.
! On the way he thinks about how great it"ll to be to finally have a place he can call his own, 
where he can do whatever he wants - which is basically smoke weed, drink beer, write, and go to 
Phish shows.  Since Bernard"s had his big break, he"ll be able to afford to do just that - and in style.  
Just last week Bernard won the lottery, and Bernie boy hit it big.  He went from being a struggling 
writer/convenience store clerk to a multimillionaire overnight.
! Why did Bernard choose such a dingy, shady apartment when he is now rolling in the dough?  
He doesn"t see the point in wasting money on a spacey mansion when a small, full apartment will do.  
Large open spaces make Bernard feel lonely, and just the thought of an echoey hallway at night is 
enough to send a sharp shiver up his spine.  He would rather spend his money on a nice 55” 
flatscreen to go on the wall, maybe a couple of La-Z-Boy recliner chairs, and a giant six person 
hookah as a centerpiece for the coffee table.
! “Fuck!” Bernard yells as he coasts by Fred"s road at a smooth 50 mph, past the 35 mph sign 
on the left.  This isn"t the first time this has happened, and it certainly won"t be the last.  He has a 
whole routine mapped out in his head for this exact situation.  If you were to look inside his brain, you 
would find this on a flimsy yellow sticky note:

DIRECTIONS TO FRED’S:

- LEFT ON OBOGEEBONK ST. 

- RIGHT ON BOSCA DR.

- THROUGH THE ROTARY NEXT TO RALPH’S COFFEE EMPORIUM

- THROUGH THE ROTARY PAST BALLPEEK PETROLEUM

- OVER THE TRAIN TRACKS

- PASS ASANKATONK CIRCLE

- CURSE LOUDLY

- SLAM BRAKES

- TURN RIGHT ON FLORENSON WAY

- TURN AROUND IN THE DRIVEWAY OF THE BIG GRAY HOUSE WITH 

RED SHUTTERS

- BACK TO ASANKATONK CIRCLE

- RED HOUSE ON THE RIGHT



! So Bernard does exactly this, unaware of Mr. Donkeypunch, who is peeking between the 
shades of his bathroom window in the midst of pinching a stinky morning loaf filled with a mixture of 
aromas including (but not limited to) old Guinness, whiskey, and chili - but mostly just plain old shit.  
He snaps a picture of Bernard"s license plate in his photographic memory: 251 111.
! It"s the same car as last time, he thinks to himself.  Mr. Donkeypunch is borderline insane.  He 
thinks he"s a Vietnam veteran even though he was only twelve at that time, and has watched the 
Manchurian Candidate 333 times.  
! Can"t fool me with your sneaky white sedans...
! “You just try comin" #round here again!” yells Mr. Donkeypunch with his fist waving in front of 
him, “I"ll be waitin" for yee"s!”
! Less than a minute later, Bernard pulls into Fred"s driveway behind his silver Accord.  He walks 
around back and down through the bulkhead to the Fred"s chill station in the basement.
! Fred is sitting at his normal spot on his leather comfy chair, puffing on the end of a joint and 
playing XBOX, and doesn"t seem to notice when Bernard sits on the couch near the stairs.  He just 
continues to puff the joint in his mouth while flicking sticks and mashing buttons while the roach gets 
dangerously short.  One or two more puffs will surely burn his lips.
! “Shit!” Fred drops the controller on the floor and frantically brushes his face with his hands.
! This sends Bernard into a fit of laughter.  Fred jumps at the sound of this and nearly falls out of 
his chair, coughing clouds of thick smoke all the while.
! “Bernie!” Fred yells in between coughs as he tries to reposition himself.  “You fucking ninja!  
When did you get here?”
! “Just now.”
! “Didn"t even hear you!”
! “I noticed.”
! “You sneaky fuck!”  Fred is still catching his breath with wide frightened eyes and his hand over 
his heart. 
! “Can"t help my soft feet.”
! “Yeah, yeah...” 
! Fred leans over and opens up a wooden wine box covered in Phish and Disco Biscuits 
stickers.  Inside, the box is divided into various sections of plastic sandwich bags.  Some are filled 
with brown curly psilocybin mushrooms with purplish stems, others are filled with bright green outdoor 
bud and dark dank indoor.  Tucked in the corner is a couple of folded squares of tin foil and small 
jewelry bags filled with various white powders and off-white crystal shards.  Fred pulls out the bags of 
herb and throws them down on the coffee table in front of Bernard.
! “I"ll take it,” Bernard says with a slightly menacing grin.
! “Yeah, right,” Fred laughs.  “What do you need, a twenty bag or something?”  A twenty bag was 
usually all Bernard could afford.
! “No, I"m serious,” Bernard says and pulls out a wad of hundred dollar bills.  “I want all of it.”
! Fred"s eyes bulge out of their sockets like a Ren and Stimpy character.  He smacks himself in 
the face and says, “Holy shit Bernie!  Is that real?!” Fred rubs the spot he just smacked.  “Damn...that 
kinda hurt...”
! “Why did you do that?”
! “I don"t know, really.  I guess you just caught me off guard with that tremendous roll of cash 
there.”
! “So...when you"re caught off guard, you smack yourself in the face?”
! “I guess so.  I"m pretty sure it"s the first time I"ve ever been caught off guard.”
! “Somehow I doubt that.”
! “Are you calling me a liar, Bern?”
! “Yes.  As a matter of fact, I am.”
! “Are you kidding me?  I"m never caught off guard!  I have the focus!  I"m a perceptive 
motherfucker!”
! “Yeah, you really perceived me coming in and sitting on the couch just now...”



! “That"s different.  If you"ll remember, I didn"t slap myself in the face, and that didn"t count as 
being caught off guard.”
! “Why"s that?”
! “Because you"ve got fuckin" ninja feet, that"s why!  And you moseyed around my question.”
! “That was no mosey, you slapped yourself in the face!  Do you really expect me to casually 
continue our conversation after that?”
! “Alright, your continuance of moseying answers my question for me, asshole.”
! “Wait...” Bernard says, now more than just a little confused.  “What was your question again?”
! “I asked you if that shit"s for real.”
! “It"s real, I swear!” he says, but Fred doesn"t seem convinced, so Bernard tosses him the roll of 
cash and Fred catches it.  “Check it out under the light if you don"t really trust me.”
! “I"m not doing this because I don"t trust you,” Fred says as he unwraps the elastic band.
! “So...why are you then?”
! “Because,” Fred says and holds a bill over his head, “business is business, and if 
someone...anyone...comes in here with a wad of Benjamins, I have to consider three things.  Since 
you"re my boy, I know you"re not some dready-feddy trying to sweep me out, so that leaves me with 
two choices.”  Fred looks at Bernard in the eye and squints his lids.  “It"s either fake...or it ain"t.”
! “So what is it?”
! Fred rewraps the wad and tosses it back to Bernard.  “Shit"s faker than Pam Anderson"s tits.”
! “What?!  Are you serious?!”  The confusion on Bernard"s face suggests he may have soiled 
himself.  
! Fred laughs.  “No.  I"m not, you should see your face right now though!  Unless you can fake a 
water seal, that shit"s the real deal.  So...” Fred pauses and furrows his brow, “now I gotta ask you...”
! “Where I got it?”
! “Read my mind, kid.  You sell one of your bat-shit novels, or somethin"?”
! “Hell no,” Bernard laughs, “it"s a shit of a lot more believable than that.  
! “Hey, those stories aren"t bad.  I couldn"t write like that if I tried.”
! “You can.  It just takes constant practice.  You have to get in the habit of doing a little bit every 
day, and after awhile you"ll find yourself wanting to write more and more.  It"s an addiction...think of 
writing one thousand words as fast and coherently as you can being the equivalent to a line of fiery 
blow.  Pretty soon, one thousand words (or one line) just doesn"t do the trick anymore, right?  So what 
do you do?  You cut out another thousand words (or another line), and before you even realize it 
you"ll be fingering your gums with a pair of owl eyes about six thousand words deep into an entire 
world...no...entire universe that you"ve created out of nothing!”
! Fred shakes his head.  “I don"t know if I could ever get into writing that that much...and I can"t 
decide whether to applaud you for that little speech or scowl at your ability to make drugs sound so 
lame.”  He pulls a joint out of the front pocket of his green and black flannel, sparks it with a shiny 
chrome Zippo and passes it to Bernard.
! “Smells delicious,” Bernard says as he takes the joint, and pulls a heavy hit into his lungs.
! “This is my shit.”
! “You grew this?”
! “Indeed, my friend.”
! Bernard coughs hard and loud, his eyes instantly feeling heavy and hazy.  “I"m impressed.  
How much do you want for it?”
! “All of it?”
! “You saw the cash wad, didn"t you?”
! Fred laughs.  “I"ll give you some of it, but I"m not giving you all of it.  These are my babies 
we"re talking about here.”
! “Okay, okay.  I don"t want you to get separation anxiety or anything.  Just give me what you 
want to give me.”



! “I"ll give you half my stash, and for a good price, as long as you promise me you"ll save the 
seeds.”
! “Deal.  How much is half your stash?”
! “Half a P.”
! A goofy grin grows on Bernard"s flat face, he feels like a little kid on Christmas morning - a 
brand new place of his own with a half pound of Fred"s fresh homegrown nugget, new furniture on the 
way, and more money than he can imagine.
! “You still there Bern?” Fred waves his scrawny E.T. hand in front of Bernard"s.
! “Huh?  What"s that?”  Bernard looks at Fred with glistening red Asian-style eyes.
! “Nevermind, stoney-baloney,” Fred laughs and grabs the XBOX controller off the floor.
! “Tony Hawk?”
! “Shit no!  Hawk is for pussy farts!  This is Skate, son!”
! “Yeah, but didn"t Hawk start it all?”
! “It"s not realistic enough.”
! “Why do you want it to be more realistic?”
! “That"s such a stupid question...I dunno...there"s something about being able to do a 900 
backflip off a building onto a power line into a Darkside grind that seems a tad bit ridiculous and 
pointless to me.”
! “That"s why I like Hawk.  Why does that make it pointless?”
! “Because that kind of shit could never happen.  It"s impossible.”
! “So under that logic, wouldn"t it also be pointless for you to play Skate?”
! “Why"s that?” Fred asks as he 360 Kickflips off a vert.
! “Because of what you just did right there.”
! “Huh?”
! “Can you do that trick?”
! “Jesus, Bern!  How high are you?  Of course I can do the trick, I just did it, didn"t I?”
! “I meant in real life.”
! “I don"t even skate in real life.”
! “Exactly!”
! “Exactly what?!  You can"t just do that!”
! “Do what?”
! “Say #exactly" and expect me to know what the fuck that means!”
! “I said #exactly" because by your logic, a game is pointless if it"s impossible.”
! “Yeah, okay...that makes sense.  Go on.”
! “So why bother playing Skate when it"s impossible for you to do a 360 Kickflip in real life?”
! “Shut up.”
! “I"m just saying -”
! “I said shut up!  Before you ruin Skate for me, shut up!”  Fred is only half kidding, which only 
makes it more hilarious to Bernard.  He quiets down though, for the fact that he is slightly frightened 
of Fred"s potential to be...well...to be a bit crazy, and even more so, unpredictable.  Anyone 
possessing a plethora of strange experimental brain drugs is bound to be a bit insane, if only just a 
little bit.
! “So tell me more about this newfound money of yours,” Fred says as he heelflips into a tail 
grind.
! “I originally won $500 million, but I wanted it all up front so I settled for the lump sum of $250 
million.”
! “You"ve gotta be shitting me!”
! Bernard laughs, just hearing himself say it out loud sounds ridiculous.  He can barely believe 
it"s true, and half expects to suddenly wake up in his bed at his parents" house, still a poor struggling 
writer working at the Mobil Mart.  “I can"t even think of what to do with all this money.”



! “What are your thoughts on investing?”
! “It"s never crossed my mind,” Bernard says, and why would it until now?  It would have been 
equivalent to a cashier at McDonalds checking out the Carreras at a Porsche dealership.  “What do 
you have in mind?”
! “I"m thinking of expanding my business,” Fred makes quotes with his fingers, “I want to get 
some real cash flow going here.  All I need is some sort of...executor...no...” Fred rapidly snaps his 
fingers, “that"s not it...what"s the word I"m looking for?”
! “Executive?”
! “Yeah, Bern!  Exactly!”
! Bernie seems interested.  “Elaborate a bit more for me.”
! “Alright,” Fred pauses his game and throws the controller on the coffee table.  “I"ve got a lot of 
solid hookups for all kinds of shit, as you probably already know.”  
! Fred motions to his sticker-covered wine box full of drugs, Bernard nods.
! “So,” Fred continues, “if I had money, I could buy a lot of product and get good bulk prices for 
it.”
! “I see.”
! “Would you be down to get into something like that?”
! “I don"t know...sounds a little too risky for me.”
! “You"ll have nothing to worry about, man!  I"ll take care of everything.  You"ll get a weekly 
percentage, and you know I"d never sell you out.”
! Bernard nods.  If there"s one thing he can rely on, it"s that Fred"s no rat.  “So how much would 
you need to get started?”
! “Seriously?” Fred asks with the eyes of a kid who hears an ice cream truck on a hot summer 
day.
! “Don"t cream your pants just yet.  Just answer the question,” Bernard says, feeling proud about 
how badass he"s sounding - like a confident drug lord in a movie, except without a unique intimidating 
foreign accent.
! “I dunno,” Fred scratches his scalp under his shaggy dark brown hair and scrunches his nose.  
“How about a hundred?”
! “A hundred thousand?”
! “Too much?”
! “No,” Bernard shakes his head and assumes the thinking man position.  “Just thinking.  You 
mentioned a percentage, what numbers are we looking at?”
! “What would you like?”
! “This is your operation, so I only want ten percent.”
! “That"s it?!”
! “You"re doing all the work.  I just happen to have the extra cash.”
! “That"s fuckin" ballsy kid, you"re not going to regret this.”
! “Don"t say that.”
! “Why not?”
! “Because it reminds me of one of those movies where one guy says #nothing bad is going to 
happen" just to foreshadow that something bad is going to happen.”
! “You watch way too many movies,” Fred says.  “This shit"s real life.  There"s no foreshadowing 
in real life.”
! “There isn"t?”
! “I dunno...maybe there is...whatever-the-fuck-ever.  I meant what I said.”
! “I just have one condition.”
! “Anything.”
! “I need to have input on how this will all be organized.”
! “Absolutely!  It"s your money...”
! “Yeah, like J.G. Wentworth.”
! “Oh Jesus, 877-CASH-NOW?!  Don"t bring up that clown.  I don"t need any of those dumbass 
opera jingles stuck in my head.”
! “Tell me about it.  I had that damn song stuck in my head for half of last week.”



! “The J.G. Wentworth jingle?  You can"t be serious.”
! “Sadly, I am,” Bernard bows his head with more shame than a pedophilaistic priest.  If he had a 
tail, it would be in between his legs right about now.
! “Wow...you really ought to get out more, Bern.  Get yourself away from that damn boob-tube.”
! “Says the guy who throws a tantrum when I discuss the pointlessness of his Skate 
obsession...”
! “Let me be on that, please.”
! “Okay, Fred, I"m going to start you out with half a mil.”
! “What?!”
! “Not enough?  Make it an even million.”
! Fred looks as if he might faint, and not just because he"s higher than Frankenstein on Jupiter.  
He can hardly believe his ears.  His lips quiver a bit, and all that manages to escape is “dude,” a word 
that"s been carried down from generations and has taken the place of the “buddy,” “pal,” and “friend,” 
in our youth"s diction, just as the words “like” and “um” have become verbal commas.
! Bernard waits for more, but decides “dude” is about all he"s going to get from Fred at the 
moment, so to get the ball rolling again he asks “so when do you want to get started?”
! Fred shakes his head in disbelief.  This is far too much for his scatterbrained mind to process.  
“I need to ask you one more time...are you fucking with me?”
! “I already showed you the wad of bills, didn"t I?  You even saw the watermark!”
! “Just answer the question, Bern.”
! “No Fred.  I am not fucking with you.”
! Fred exhales a long sigh of relief and says “well then, we should get started right away.”



LATE NIGHT MUSING

by Nick Antonopoulos

We sit in a room no bigger than a dorm room discussing death and the downfall of mankind as 
we know it—the result of intellectuals crowded into confinement with alcohol and drugs. 
! “So what do you think is the main cause of human suffering?”
! “Duality” I wittily reply. 
! “Drugs and alcohol” blurts out Walker. 
! How can we not think about death and suffering with the depressing news stories all around? 
Like the one of a girl being raped just outside the city by two men who got away. Or better yet 
commercials encouraging you to give money to kids in Africa with their forlorn faces on the screen like 
they"ve discovered depression far too early in life and can no longer enjoy simple innocence—young 
adults suffering from depression and anxiety because they take all this in with great concern and 
realization that they are going to die one day. 
! I take a big swig of the big bottle of Jack sitting on the small table we congregate around like 
King Arthur"s Knights at the round table. Oddly enough, I feel in a way noble sitting there with close 
friends deeply involved in serious discussion on a drug and alcohol binge. We have enough alcohol to 
shed off all inhibitions, and plenty of coke to pull the words from our heads out. The group consists of 
me, my two childhood friends Adrian and Walker, and two girls we recently met about a month ago—
one of Portuguese descent with black eyes and tan skin, the other pale white with blue eyes that stick 
out too much when she gets excited. Their names are Monica and Sara, respectively. 
! My eyes start to glaze over, and I can feel that stupid smile on my face that emerges when I"m 
really drunk, so I decide to break out another line. 
! “Anybody else want one?” I ask.
! “Yeah, yeah me!” says Walker excitedly. 
! “Yeah that"s the last thing you need” remarks Adrian.
! “Screw you.”
! Adrian always criticizes Walker for his belligerence when he"s wasted. He truly believes that 
Walker has some real artistic capabilities, and just spends his life getting wasted. This irritates Adrian 
to no end, because he believes that every man should somehow change the world, and is in fact 
obligated to do so. Nonetheless Walker strikes back at him with anger, which leads to a big 
confrontation between the two, ending with me in the middle. For some reason Walker"s apathy does 
not bother me, I mostly admire it. He has the ability to walk through every day without a care in the 
world, which I"ve never understood. But he is rather solemn most of the time and very quiet. In order 
to avoid a fight I tell Walker to come outside and smoke a cigarette with me. 
! A gust of wind blows my hair back as the door opens and we lean up against a railing to light 
our cigarettes. 
! “Man what a nice night, full moon and everything” I say.
! “Ah shut up, I oughtta kick your ass!” he screams at me, then pretends to kick me and almost 
falls over. 
! “Seriously though man it makes everything feel alright.”
! “I should have brought another beer out with me goddammit.”



! “Listen, I want you to look at something right now and just blurt out a poem about it, or 
anything, whatever comes to your mind. Like this, #the telephone pole stands straight as an arrow, the 
tree bends to the wind, while the moon solemnly wanes,"” I say to get it started. 
! “Nah dude, fuck that.”
! “C"mon just do it, the Beat"s used to do this stuff all the time.”
! “Ah shut up I"m going inside.”
! “You suck.”
! As we walk back up the stairs we pass by another drunken kid who looks like he"s ready to get 
into it with someone. Of course Walker decides to make a snide remark in passing which prompts a 
screaming match between the two while they both continue on their way. It"s strange how cowardly 
we truly are. 
! Once back inside, Adrian has moved closer to Monica. He"s intensely flirting with her, which 
does not bother me because I"m in no mood for either girl tonight. I feel my jaw getting sore from my 
teeth clenching, so I loosen up with a swig from the bottle. Another discussion soon breaks out about 
music. Walker argues Guns and Roses is undeniably better than the Grunge bands. It"s a topic we 
often argue about, but is fun nonetheless. 
! “Axel Rose sounds like a fuckin dying dog barking!” Adrian yells.
! “You sound like a fuckin dying dog barking, and so does Chris Cornell!”
! “Gun and Roses is just another stupid hair band, the grunge scene was a revolution in music, 
and they were true artists” I add. 
! “Whatever dude” Walker replies. 
! And that"s it. We sit around for a little while longer laughing and pointing out how fucked up 
Walker is, and everything is great. It"s small moments like these that take me away from the world. In 
this moment, we are the three smartest men sitting around like sages in Ancient China, taking it all in. 
Music blasts from the speakers, which gets everyone up and moving, even dancing. 
! At one point, an overwhelming urge to bang one of the girls overtakes me as I"m lying beside 
Monica on a bed with her head near my waist. She looks sexy at the time with her dark eyes staring 
off at someone else, laughing, and then looking up at me from time to time. But I resist because 
Adrian has been on her all night and even told me he plans to do her later tonight. Whether or not she 
agrees doesn"t matter. So I forget about it and keep drinking more and do another line. 
! The girls begin taking pictures of our drunken room so they can put them up on Facebook the 
next day and pick out the pictures they look best in—delete the rest. After a few moments of taking 
pictures we decide to throw on a live DVD of The Who: Live at Isle Wight—possibly the greatest live 
performance ever. Immediately I comment on the insanity that is Keith Moon
! “Look at that fuckin" nut drum, holy shit man!”
! “He"s incredible, but look at Entwistle so stern playing that bass so fast!” remarks Adrian, a 
bass player himself. 
! “Keith Moon is my fucking idol!” I proclaim with great sincerity and excitement.
! I realize he truly is my idol. And why the hell not, the man is a genius on the drums and just an 
absolute whack job. Suddenly I think of another idol of mine. 
! “Dude Keith Moon and Bear Grylls from Man vs. Wild are my fuckin" idols!”
! This gets a laugh from everybody considering the strange pairing. I try to explain to everyone 
the brilliance of both men, but they just laugh it off. So I sit back with a grin on my face, realizing the 
absolute truth to all this. Both men embody a certain swagger at their given professions and both do 
things I loved to do growing up—banging on drums and getting lost in the woods. If only everybody 
could live their lives like Bear Grylls and Keith Moon traveling through the wilderness with a set of 
drums to bang on every once in a while to spread their message of peace and truth—a different beat 
for every path—surviving on nature and the confidence to be free.



! Satisfied with myself and the night I decide it"s time to come down. A guy across the street I 
know sells OC"s so I mosey over there and knock on his door. He doesn"t answer, so I knock again 
completely oblivious to the time. Finally, he answers the door nervously saying, “Shit I thought you 
might have been the cops.” I notice he"s extremely agitated walking around retracing steps, probably 
because he"s so coked up.

 For some reason, I never understood why, he never touches OC"s and strictly sticks to coke. 
Whenever I ask him he just replies nervously, “Gotta have my coke…gotta have my coke.” I ask him 
for an eighty and hope to get it quick and get back to the fun back in the room. He gets up, scratches 
his head, takes two steps in one direction and then turns around and runs to the kitchen. I hear a 
bunch of rattling and cursing and finally he comes out with the pill. He starts to talk but I"m so drunk 
and anxious that I get up and leave quickly without saying goodbye. 
! As I"m approaching the room I see Adrian and Monica going at it right outside the door. I laugh 
and continue inside. Walker is bugging around the room like a dope sick junkie with a completely 
austere stare as Sara is sitting in the corner horrified. Walker lets out a scream as I enter and asks 
immediately to see the pill.
! “Relax, relax I"ll grind it up right now” I say. 
! “Fine, but hurry up man I"ve been waiting here bugging out on coke trying to drink myself into a 
coma.”
! I pull out my trusty hose clamp and start shredding the pill like cheddar through a cheese 
grater. After it"s all broken out, I split it into two equal lines so we each get 40 milligrams. I let him go 
first sensing he"s going to freak out if I make him wait a second longer. He grabs a dollar bill, quickly 
rolls it up, blows the line and then leans back after, letting out a great sigh as if the previous three 
hours have been a prelude to this moment. I shove him out of the way and take down my line, nice 
and quick. The burn hits my nose hard and makes my eyes water, but a few moments later I feel that 
warm sensation start in my arms and slowly weaken my legs, so I grab a seat. Sitting there like a 
zombie, the night is ending. 
! All the good laughs and craziness from before are over—supplanted by blank stares and 
nodding heads. I stare at Walker and smile and he smiles back at me understanding the sensation. 
Meanwhile Sara laments us and timidly says goodbye as she walks out the door. I guess it"s only 
natural for the night"s events to draw to an end this way. Good times never last and only come by 
every so often, but I"m satisfied. And if this were to be the death of me that"s absolutely fine. Nothing 
makes sense, but nothing matters slumped back in my chair. I look over at Walker who has nodded 
off for good and begins to snore. I slowly get up and collapse onto my bed. I stay awake for as long as 
possible never wanting to fall asleep, never wanting this ride to end. My body is numb and my mind 
winds down thinking about death. Take me right now, let me die in such a pleasant state rather than 
wake up and start a new day. They never end, these days, each one different from the last—some 
happy, some sad, some boring, but always happening. Maybe sleep is death and every morning we 
are reborn, awakening to a fresh sight every day. I think on this and eventually fall asleep. 
! The next morning I wake up to Adrian looming over me. I swipe at him to go away. He nags me 
for a while and I finally get up. Walker stirs in the corner and eventually lifts his head in confusion. His 
hair is sticking out in every direction and his face looks sort of flattened from his pillow. He looks 
around then looks at me and says “Well, time to start again” as he cracks a beers and smiles.



Fuck Zoltan
By Amanda Aldridge

First of all, and most imperatively important, is the fact that the 

aforementioned Zoltan is a being of great magnitude in the 

intergalactic realm. How the writers of Dude Where’s My Car? 

were able to guess at the proper worship rituals is quite 

astonishing, seeing that they are beings that are derived from 

simple reptiles. The only way the writers could have known 

exactly why the people that worship Zoltan, who is a creator 

being from the 3rd planet of the star Cinchona in the Galaxy 

Mandolin and wears a clear fossil fuel derived energy suit, is 

that the writers channeled Zoltan himself and asked. When I 

visited Zoltan at his holding cell on Planet X, he barked at me 

five times and then simply said, “They needed to know.” I am 

not sure what he meant by this, because he most certainly does 

not speak English. In conclusion, see title.
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